More surprises await in the guest rooms, where
room numbers are designed to look like price tags
(a nod to the Pacific Design Center and other design showrooms nearby), and a gold Jeff Koons
balloon rabbit sits on every bedside table. The
palette in the rooms is neutral, but the details are
strong: Pale custom tiles in geometric patterns
line the walls of the bathrooms; freestanding
bathtubs are obscured behind frosted glass; geometric pendant lights designed by Jonsdottir add
an architectural element.
“Our strategic goal at the Kimpton La Peer is simple,” says general manager Nick Rimedio. “We
want to become an anchor of the Design District,
L.A.’s most walkable neighborhood, where visitors and residents alike experience the sense of
an oasis, a haven that feels like home.” That haven
is actually a contemporary take on other vernacular courtyard buildings in Hollywood and West
Hollywood. “It draws on some wonderful veins
of architecture that were present in California in
the 1920s and 1930s,” says the building’s architect,
Elizabeth Moule, of Pasadena-based Moule &
Polyzoides. “There are a lot beautiful courtyard
and middle-density buildings in Hollywood. It’s a
long tradition we wanted to continue.”

And while some hotels feel like a busy airport the
minute you pull up, the La Peer exudes a sense of
repose. “A lot of luxury is based upon privacy and
quiet,” says Moule. “We wanted it to be a very concentrated and immersive experience. We wanted
people to know when they wake up in the morning
that they are in L.A.” Adds Jonsdottir: “When you
walk in, you know it’s not New York.”
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Opposite above: The pool area features a variety of outdoor
brands: Roberti Rattan lounge chairs and daybed; T&J
Vestor Bubble Gold pendants and Niche Orbita pendants;
Orson director chairs by Roda; Point 1920 chairs and
planters; an Ethimo Swing sofa; and Paola Lenti pillows.
Opposite below: Jonsdottir furnished the bar area with custom
barstools and pendants.
Below left: In the outdoor lounge area, Branca Shell lounge
chairs surround a Hocuspocus coffee table by Swisspearl.
A Roda rocking chair sits by a Zanotta Teti side table. The
olive tree is hung with T&J Vestor lanterns, and T&J Vestor
pillows soften built-in benches on the far wall. A site-speciﬁc
work by the Los Angeles artists Retina and Guerin Swing
enlivens the space.
Below: Noted chef Casey Lane’s new restaurant, Viale dei
Romani—designed by Katie Dahl of Parts and Labor Design—
is adjacent to the hotel’s lobby lounge.
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